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Fault model of the 2012 doublet
earthquake, near the up-dip end of the
2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, based on a
near-field tsunami: implications for
intraplate stress state
Tatsuya Kubota1,2* , Ryota Hino2, Daisuke Inazu3 and Syuichi Suzuki2

Abstract

On December 7, 2012, an earthquake occurred within the Pacific Plate near the Japan Trench, which was
composed of deep reverse- and shallow normal-faulting subevents (Mw 7.2 and 7.1, respectively) with a time
interval of ~10 s. It had been known that the stress state within the plate was characterized by shallow tensile and
deep horizontal compressional stresses due to the bending of the plate (bending stress). This study estimates the
fault model of the doublet earthquake utilizing tsunami, teleseismic, and aftershock data and discusses the stress
state within the incoming plate and spatiotemporal changes seen in it after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. We
obtained the vertical extents of the fault planes of deep and shallow subevents as ~45–70 km and ~5 (the
seafloor)–35 km, respectively. The down-dip edge of the shallow normal-faulting seismic zone (~30–35 km)
deepened significantly compared to what it was in 2007 (~25 km). However, a quantitative comparison of the
brittle strength and bending stress suggested that the change in stress after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake was too
small to deepen the down-dip end of the seismicity by ~10 km. To explain the seismicity that occurred at a depth
of ~30–35 km, the frictional coefficient in the normal-faulting depth range required would have had to be ~0.07 ≤
μ ≤ ~0.2, which is significantly smaller than the typical friction coefficient. This suggests the infiltration of pore fluid
along the bending faults, down to ~30–35 km. It is considered that the plate had already yielded to a depth of ~35
km before 2011 and that the seismicity of the area was reactivated by the increase in stress from the Tohoku-Oki
earthquake.

Keywords: Ocean bottom pressure gauge, Doublet earthquake, Intraplate earthquake, 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake,
Bending stress, Fault modeling

Introduction
It is well known that the stress state within the incoming
Pacific Plate near the Japan Trench is characterized by
shallow tensile and deep horizontal compressional stresses
along a direction perpendicular to the trench axis, sepa-
rated by a thin aseismic (i.e., stress-neutral) “elastic core”,

due to the bending of the plate (bending stress, Fig. 1c;
e.g., Chapple and Forsyth 1979). It is also well known that
the number of normal-faulting earthquakes occurring
within the plate and near the trench axis increases, follow-
ing interplate megathrust earthquakes; this is attributed to
the increased horizontal tensile stress caused by the stress
release of the interplate coupling (e.g., Christensen and
Ruff 1988; Dmowska and Lovison 1988).
Recently, Craig et al. (2014) investigated the vertical

variation in the centroid depth and fault mechanisms
based on global catalogs (M > ~5) and noted that tem-
poral changes in the transition depths between normal-
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and reverse-faulting earthquakes were not detected after
the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. However, Obana et al.
(2012, 2014, 2015, 2019) studied ocean bottom seismo-
graphs and reported that the down-dip limit of shallow
normal-faulting earthquakes (M < ~5) within the plate
near the trench axis deepened from ~25 to ~35 km after
the same earthquake; they interpreted spatiotemporal
change in the intraplate stress as having been caused by
the release of stress associated with the Tohoku-Oki
earthquake. However, the reason for this inconsistency
has not been clarified. Furthermore, the relationship be-
tween the stress state in the incoming Pacific Plate and
the changes in coseismic stress due to the Tohoku-Oki

earthquake have not yet been quantitatively assessed in
detail.
On December 7, 2012, an Mjma 7.3 earthquake occurred

within the Pacific Plate near the Japan Trench, where the
extremely large coseismic slip (> ~50 m) was estimated to
have occurred during the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake
(e.g., Iinuma et al. 2012; star in Fig. 1b). Detailed teleseis-
mic analyses (Lay et al. 2013; Harada et al. 2013) revealed
that this earthquake was composed of two M ~7 subevents.
According to the global centroid moment tensor (GCMT)
solution (http://www.globalcmt.org/; Ekström et al. 2012),
the first subevent had a reverse-faulting mechanism with a
depth of ~60 km (Mw 7.2) and the second had a normal-
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Fig. 1 Location map of this study. a Green inverted triangles, yellow squares, pink triangles, and blue diamonds represent TPG, GPS buoy, KPG,
and DART stations, respectively. Small dots denote the aftershocks deduced from the ocean bottom seismographs (Obana et al. 2015). Gray
contour lines indicate the coseismic slip distribution of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Iinuma et al. 2012) with 10 m intervals. Black dashed line
represents the trench axis. b Enlarged map around the focal area. Black star shows the epicenter by Japan Meteorological Agency. Red, blue, and
green CMT solutions are from GCMT, Lay et al. (2013) and Harada et al. (2013), respectively. Gray CMT solution denotes the 1967 mb 4.7
earthquake (Seno and Gonzalez 1987). c The vertical cross-section along the A-B line in a. Aftershocks within the dashed rectangle in a are
shown. Black curved line is the plate boundary (Ito et al. 2005). Schematic image of the intraplate bending stress state is also shown (red: down-
dip compressional stress, blue: extensional stress). The thick line denotes the approximate location of the stress neutral plane
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faulting mechanism (~20 km, Mw 7.2) with a time interval
of ~12 s (red CMT solutions in Fig. 1b and c). Hereafter,
this earthquake is referred to as the doublet earthquake,
and the first and the second subevents are referred to as
subevent 1 and subevent 2, respectively. Since the fault
mechanisms of the two subevents are consistent with
bending stress, the source process of the doublet earth-
quake should reflect the intraplate stress state after the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake. The vertical extents of each fault
will be key to discussing the temporal change in the verti-
cal variations of the stress state after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki
earthquake.
Rupture processes related to the doublet earthquake

have been investigated previously. Lay et al. (2013) and
Harada et al. (2013) investigated this earthquake using
teleseismic data to estimate the CMT solution and the
finite fault model. Teleseismic data is generally a power-
ful dataset for resolving rupture processes of global
earthquakes. However, since the teleseismic signals from
each subevent overlapped, it is difficult to decompose
the rupture process of the doublet earthquake precisely,
especially for the latter, shallower, subevent.
Inazu and Saito (2014) estimated the spatial distribu-

tion of the initial sea-surface height change (tsunami
source) using far-field tsunami data from ~200–2000 km
away from the focal area (Additional file 1: Figure S1). In
contrast to teleseismic data, tsunami data is useful for
constraining the rupture process of the subevent 2, since
shallow earthquakes generally excite tsunamis or cause
seafloor vertical deformation more effectively than deep
earthquakes.
When the 2012 doublet earthquake occurred, off-line

autonomous absolute ocean bottom pressure gauges (PGs)
installed near the focal area (< ~200 km from the source,
Fig. 1a) recorded clear tsunami signals. This dataset is use-
ful to constrain the fault model of subevent 2, which was
difficult to constrain with teleseismic data. In the present
study, we utilize the tsunami and aftershock data and the
results of the teleseismic analysis to estimate the finite fault
model of the 2012 doublet earthquake, focusing particularly
on the vertical extent of the fault planes of each subevent.
We also discuss the relationship between the vertical profile
of the intraplate seismicity and its spatiotemporal changes
associated with the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.

Methods/Experimental
Tsunami data
We use the near-field PGs installed by Tohoku University
(hereafter TPG; e.g., Hino et al. 2014; Kubota et al. 2017a,
2017b) (green inverted triangles in Fig. 1a). We also use
tsunami data obtained by the off-Kushiro online cabled
PGs installed by Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology (JAMSTEC) (Hirata et al. 2002) (KPGs,
pink triangles), by GPS buoys installed by the Port and

Airport Research Institute (PARI) (Kato et al. 2005) (yellow
squares), and by the Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting
of Tsunamis (DART) system (Bernard et al. 2014) (blue di-
amonds). Detailed information is given in Table 1.
To retrieve the tsunami waveforms, we remove the

ocean-tide component using the theoretical tide model
(Matsumoto et al. 2000) and apply the filter from Saito
(1978). The lowpass filter we applied has a cutoff of 3
min to the TPG records, and the bandpass filter has a
passband of 3–60 min to the KPG, GPS buoy, and
DART records. We apply the lowpass filter to the TPG
records to preserve the offset in the pressure change
caused by the vertical deformation of the seafloor.
The filtered records are shown in Fig. 2. TPGs first cap-

ture down-motion tsunamis with amplitudes of ~−5 cm
and then larger up-motion tsunamis with amplitudes of
~+10 cm. The durations of both the down- and up-motion
tsunamis are ~5 min (black dashed lines in Fig. 2a). Small
fluctuations and changes in the pressure offset are observed
at the stations near the focal area (Fig. 2b). Tsunami ampli-
tudes at the DART and the KPG stations are very small (~1
cm, black dashed lines in Fig. 2c and d). At the former, dy-
namic pressure changes caused by seismic waves (e.g.,
Kubota et al. 2017b) are also observed. Tsunami signals are
also detected by some GPS buoys (e.g., ~15 cm at station
801, Fig. 2e).

Step-by-step approach for fault modeling
To decompose the complex rupture process of the 2012
doublet earthquake, we apply a step-by-step procedure to
tsunami, teleseismic, and aftershock data. We first esti-
mate an initial sea-surface height distribution of the tsu-
nami (hereafter, the tsunami source model) by inverting
tsunami records. Since seafloor crustal deformations, or
tsunamis, are very sensitive to shallow earthquakes, we
then estimate the fault model of shallow subevent 2 based
on the tsunami source model. We also use aftershocks
detected around subevent 2 (Obana et al. 2015) to obtain
information on the fault geometry. We then calculate the
change in residual sea-surface height between the tsunami
source model and the vertical displacement from subevent
2. Given that this residual distribution is caused by sube-
vent 1, we then estimate the fault model of subevent 1.
Furthermore, because there are large trade-offs between
fault size and the focal depth and the amount of slip in a
deeper earthquake, we also use the results of teleseismic
analyses (Lay et al. 2013; Harada et al. 2013) to obtain
prior information on the fault parameters such as fault
depth and size for subevent 1.

Tsunami source modeling using near-field tsunami
records
We estimate the tsunami source model by inverting tsunami
records via the conventional inversion analysis method (e.g.,
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Tsushima et al. 2012; Inazu and Saito 2014; Kubota et al.
2018a). The details of the procedure are identical to those
described in Kubota et al. (2018a). Before estimating the tsu-
nami source model, however, we conduct a preparatory tsu-
nami simulation using the tsunami source model in Inazu
and Saito (2014) (Additional file 1: Figure S1). Although the
pressure fluctuation at the TPGs was explained roughly, the
pressure offset changes at the stations closest to the source
(G09, TJT1, JFAST, and GJT3) were not explained at all
(Additional file 1: Figure S1). This indicates that the latter is
not due to coseismic seafloor deformations. Thus, they
are probably due to tilts or rotations in the sensors
related to the seafloor strong ground motion (e.g.,
Wallace et al. 2016; Kubota et al. 2018a).

In calculating the Green’s functions for the tsunami,
the unit source elements of the seafloor displacements
(Kubota et al. 2015, 2018a) are distributed around the
focal area. The horizontal dimension of the unit source
elements is 20 km × 20 km at a spacing of 10 km (over-
lapping with the adjacent elements), distributed along
260 km (in the EW direction) × 240 km (NS) area. To
calculate the sea-surface displacement from the unit
source elements of the seafloor displacement, we con-
sider the spatial filtering effect due to water depth (Saito
2019). In the depth filtering process, we assume a sea-
water depth of 6 km. To simulate the tsunami, we solve
the linear dispersive wave equation in the local Cartesian
coordinates (e.g., Saito 2019). The grid spacing is 2 km

Table 1 List of tsunami stations used in this study

Station Latitude[°N] Longitude[°E] Depth [m] Epicentral distance [km] Inversion time window [s] Instrument Sampling rate of
original data [s]a

GFK 37.5812 142.7647 2245 140 0– 200 TPG 1

P01 38.3331 142.4167 1038 180 300–1500 TPG 1

P02 38.5006 142.5035 1109 180 300–1500 TPG 1

P03 38.1834 142.3996 1056 170 300–1500 TPG 1

P04 38.3163 142.5657 1265 160 300–1500 TPG 1

P05 38.3000 142.7004 1412 150 300–1500 TPG 1

P06 38.6338 142.5833 1269 180 300–1500 TPG 1

P07 38.0000 142.4486 1064 170 300–1500 TPG 1

P08 38.2833 142.8329 1424 140 150–1350 TPG 1

P10 38.2500 143.1666 2066 110 0–1200 TPG 1

P12 37.8206 142.8996 1635 130 0–1200 TPG 1

KAMN 38.8862 143.3639 2360 150 0–1200 TPG 1

KAMS 38.6347 143.2621 2246 130 0–1200 TPG 1

MYGI 38.0832 142.9166 1697 130 0–1200 TPG 1

G09 38.4782 143.7922 5500 90 Not used TPG 1

GJT3 38.2948 143.4811 3260 90 Not used TPG 1

JFAST 37.9336 143.9154 6799 40 Not used TPG 1

TJT1 38.2080 143.7904 5744 60 Not used TPG 1

801 38.2325 141.6836 144 240 Not used GPS Buoy 1

802 39.2586 142.0969 204 250 Not used GPS Buoy 1

803 38.8578 141.8944 160 240 Not used GPS Buoy 1

804 39.6272 142.1867 200 320 Not used GPS Buoy 1

805 40.6333 141.7500 87 380 Not used GPS Buoy 1

806 36.9714 141.1856 137 250 Not used GPS Buoy 1

807 40.1167 142.0667 125 320 Not used GPS Buoy 1

KPG1 41.7040 144.4375 2218 450 1200–2400 KPG 1

KPG2 42.2365 144.8454 2210 510 1500–2700 KPG 1

KCTD 41.6675 144.3409 2540 440 1200–2400 KPG 10

JP1 40.3777 146.1681 5125 330 1050–2250 DART 15

JP2 39.2849 145.7845 5183 210 750–1950 DART 15
aObserved records were resampled to 15 s in the inversion for the tsunami source model
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with a 1 s time step according to interpolation done via
ETOPO1 bathymetry data (Amante and Eakins 2009).
We assume that the displacements of all unit sources oc-
curred instantaneously and simultaneously. The tsunami
propagation velocity expected by the linear long-wave
theory is expressed as v = (g0H)

1/2 (g0: gravity acceler-
ation constant, H0: water depth). Given the assumed
water depth of 6 km and the average depth of the focal
area, the propagation velocity is approximated as ~240
m/s (~15 km/min). Thus, the tsunami propagation dis-
tance during the duration of the M~7 earthquake (~10
s) and the time interval between two subevents (~10 s)
is about 3 km, which is sufficiently small compared to
the extent of the tsunami source model (~100 km, Inazu
and Saito (2014)). We consider the static pressure offsets
related to the calculation of Green’s function of the PGs
for permanent seafloor deformation (Tsushima et al.
2012; Kubota et al. (2018a)). The same filter used for the
observed records is applied to the simulated waveforms.

All data is resampled to 15 s intervals for the inver-
sion. We use different time windows for each station, in-
cluding tsunami main phase (Table 1, thick black lines
in Fig. 3). The smoothing constraint is imposed and its
weight is determined based on the trade-off between the
weight and reduction in variance between the observed
and simulated tsunami waveforms (Additional file 1: Fig-
ure S2). Since the G09, TJT1, JFAST, and GJT3 stations
are located near the source and are probably affected by
seafloor ground shaking (Additional file 1: Figure S1),
we exclude these records from the inversion analysis.
Since all TPG stations are located landward of the
source region, the constraint for the eastern edge of the
tsunami source is likely not very good. Therefore, to
improve the source constraint further, we also use the
DART and KPG records. Since the amplitudes of TPG
records are approximately ten times larger than the
DART and KPG records, we weight the KPG and
DART data at values ten times that of the TPG data.
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Fault modeling of subevent 2
Because we found that the subsidence of the tsunami
source was generated by the shallow subevent 2 (see Fig.
4 and Tsunami source model subsection in Results and
Discussion section), we first estimate a fault model for
subevent 2, which best explains the subsidence region of
the tsunami source model. We use the grid-search ap-
proach proposed by Kubota et al. (2015, 2018b), which
estimates an optimum rectangular planar fault model
with uniform slip. Because the short-wavelength

component disappeared in the tsunami source model due
to the smoothing constraint imposed in the inversion and
the spatial smoothing effect used in the deep-sea region
during the tsunami generation (see Fig. 4 and Tsunami
source model subsection in Results and Discussion
section), we consider the smoothing effect in fault model-
ing by the following procedure. First, we calculate the
seafloor deformation using a fault model candidate (a set
of unknown parameters) (Okada 1992) and then simulate
a tsunami. The simulated waveforms are inverted to
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obtain the initial sea-surface height distribution, under the
same conditions used in the inversion for the tsunami
source model. Finally, we evaluate the goodness of the tsu-
nami waveform fitting from the fault model candidate, by
comparing the subsided area of the tsunami source model
and the inverted sea-surface height.
The geometry of the fault plane is assumed to be on

the west-dipping plane of GCMT solution (strike = 189°
and dip = 50°), which is consistent with the planar struc-
ture of the aftershock (Obana et al. 2015). We also as-
sume the rake angle from the GCMT solution (= −90°).
Because the aftershock alignment is located ~2 km west
from the GCMT centroid, the fault plane is constrained
to pass through the point that is 2 km west from the
GCMT centroid (hereafter, referred to as the reference
point). The unknown parameters are the distance from
the reference point to both ends of the fault, along the
strike (i.e., length) and dip (width) direction (L1, L2, W1,
and W2; see Fig. 5c and d). The search range for these
parameters is determined based on the aftershocks and
the horizontal extent of the subsidence area of the tsu-
nami source. The fault length (L = L1 + L2) is assumed
to be greater than the fault width (W = W1 + W2), as L
> W. The top of the fault plane (defined by parameter
W2) is constrained as not to extend above the seafloor.

The fault model candidate is assessed through variance
reduction (VR) of the subsided areas between the tsu-
nami source model and the fault model candidate:

VR ¼ 1−

PN
i¼1 xsourcei −Dxcandidatei

� �2

PN
k¼1 xsourcei

� �2

 !

� 100 %ð Þ; ð1Þ

where xsourcei and xcandidatei are the displacements of the
sea-surface at the ith grid point, from the tsunami
source model and the fault model candidate assuming
the unit slip, respectively. N is the total number of grid
points. The slip amount on fault D is determined so that
the VR takes the maximal value. We use the grid points
within the subsided area of the tsunami source model
(blue dashed line in Fig. 5a) to calculate the VR. The
search range of the unknown parameters is listed in
Table 2.

Fault modeling of subevent 1
In order to estimate the fault model of subevent 1, we
use the residual sea-surface height between the tsunami
source model and the sea-surface displacement expected
from the fault model of subevent 2 (hereafter, referred
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Table 2 Search range of the grid-search for fault modeling

Subevent 2 Subevent 1

Reference point latitude [°N] 37.77c 37.6–38.1d

Reference point longitude [°E] 143.81c 143.8–144.5d

Reference point depth [km]a 19.5 57.8

Strike [°]a 189 158

Dip [°]a 50 59

Rake [°]a −90 48

L1 [km]b 0, 5, 10, ..., 50e 15

L2 [km]b 0, 5, 10, ..., 50e 15

W1 [km]b 10, 15, 20, ..., 40e 10

W2 [km]b 10, 15e 10

Slip amount [m]b Adjusted so that the VR values become maximal
aStrike, dip, rake angles, and reference point depth were fixed to the GCMT value
bRectangular fault model with uniform slip is assumed. The fault length (L = L1 + L2) was assumed to be greater than the fault width (W = W1 + W2)
cA point 2 km west of the GCMT centroid
dHorizontal location of reference point was searched within the range of ± 30 km in the EW and NS direction from the centroid location of Lay et al. (2013)
(37.82°N, 144.13°E), with increments of 5 km
eIncrements for the fault length and width are 5 km
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to as the residual height distribution). This is because
the residual height distribution is expected to corres-
pond to the sea-surface displacement due to subevent 1.
Because subevent 1 occurred at the deeper part of the
incoming plate, it appears to be difficult to constrain the
fault parameters such as fault geometry, depth, size, and
slip amount only from the residual height distribution.
Meanwhile, the residual height will contribute to con-
strain the horizontal location of the fault. Thus, we use
the results of the teleseismic analyses in previous studies
(GCMT; Lay et al. 2013; Harada et al. 2013) to obtain
prior information on the fault parameters. We fix the
centroid depth, fault geometry (strike, dip, and rake an-
gles), and fault dimension (length and width) based on
previous teleseismic analyses. We estimate the optimum
horizontal location (longitude and latitude) of the fault
and the amount of uniform slip on the rectangular fault
using the grid-search approach, as in the fault modeling
of subevent 2.
Because Lay et al. (2013) investigated the CMT solu-

tion of the 2012 doublet earthquake using the teleseis-
mic W-phase waveforms and showed and discussed the
uncertainty of their estimations in detail, we use the
CMT solution proposed by them as prior information
for our fault modeling. We assume the centroid depth as
60.5 km and the west-dipping nodal plane with geom-
etry of strike = 163° dip = 51°, and rake = 57°. The slip
distribution of subevent 1 obtained by the teleseismic
analysis (Lay et al. 2013; Harada et al. 2013) had a main
rupture area with a dimension of L ~ 30 km and W ~ 20
km; therefore, we fix the fault length and width as 30
and 20 km, respectively (L1 = L2 = 15 km and W1 = W2

= 10 km). The search range of the horizontal location of
the centroid is determined based on the evaluation of
the uncertainty of the horizontal location of the W-
phase analysis of Lay et al. (2013) (see Figure S2 in Lay
et al. 2013). The search range is listed in Table 2.

Results and Discussion
Tsunami source model
We obtained a tsunami source distribution that had a
pair of large uplifts and subsidences (Fig. 3a). The ob-
served waveforms (red lines in Fig. 3b) were repro-
duced well. The GPS buoy waveforms, which were
not used for the inversion, were also explained. Fur-
thermore, although the offset changes at the stations
near the source (G09, TJT1, JFAST, and GJT3) were
not reproduced, the fluctuations in the calculated
waveforms were similar to the observations. This is
consistent with the idea that these changes were due
to the tilting or rotation of the sensors (e.g., Wallace
et al. 2016; Kubota et al. 2018a).
To investigate the contribution from each subevent on

the tsunami source, we compute the sea-surface vertical

displacement from the GCMT solution and compared
the results with the tsunami source model. We use the
equation in Okada (1992), which assumes that the rect-
angular planar fault on the west-dipping nodal plane has a
uniform slip. For simplicity, values of length, width, and
slip L = 70 km, W = 35 km, and D = 0.7 m, respectively,
are used. The spatial pattern of the tsunami source model
(Fig. 4a) is similar to that of the combined deformation of
subevents 1 and 2 (Fig. 4b) and the subsidence area is
similar to that expected from the CMT solution of sube-
vent 2 (Fig. 4d). The uplift of the tsunami source model is
not consistent with either subevent 1 nor 2 alone (Fig. 4c
and d). Based on this comparison, we conclude that the
subsidence is generated by subevent 2 alone and that both
subevents contribute to the uplift. The deformation ex-
pected from subevent 2 (Fig. 4d) has a sharp displacement
peak that was not estimated in the tsunami source model.
This is probably because the short-wavelength compo-
nents disappeared due to the smoothing constraint im-
posed in the inversion and the spatial smoothing effect
used in the deep-sea region during the tsunami generation
(Saito 2019).

Fault models of two subevents of the 2012 doublet
earthquake
We obtained an optimum fault model of subevent 2,
which had the highest VR value among all the fault
model candidates, with a length of 35 km (L1 = 5 km, L2
= 30 km), width of 25 km (W1 = 15 km, W2 = 10 km),
and fault slip of 1.1 m (VR = 96 %, Fig. 5). The seismic
moment was 5.5 × 1019 Nm (Mw 7.1, assuming the ri-
gidity of 60 GPa). The VR values for all fault model can-
didates (in the descending order) are shown in Fig. 5b.
The VR values for the top ten candidates are almost flat
and relatively high (Fig. 5d). This indicates that the top
ten candidates reasonably reconstruct the subsidence of
the tsunami source model. Hence, we inspect the model
parameters for these candidates to evaluate the estima-
tion error of the optimum fault model. They are pro-
jected onto the vertical cross-section in Fig. 5c and d
(thin black lines), and the histograms of the model param-
eters are shown in Fig. 6. Among the top ten candidates,
most models have the down-dip limit of the fault plane of
W1 = 15 km, and all models have fault bottoms shallower
than the depth of ~35 km (W1 ≤ 20 km, Fig. 6). This indi-
cates that the lower end of the fault of subevent 2 should
be less than ~35 km.
We also calculated the sea-surface height assuming

the faults with smaller dimension with larger slip
(Additional file 1: Figure S3). In this calculation, the
down-dip end of the fault (W1) and slip amount were
changed, and the length (L1, L2) and the up-dip end
(W2) of the fault, and seismic moment Mo were fixed
to those of the optimum model. In the fault models
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with W < 15 km (down-dip depth of fault is shallower
than ~25 km), the locations of the western edge of
the subsided area and of the peak displacement are
inconsistent with those of the tsunami source model.
This indicates the small fault models are implausible.
The subsidence of the tsunami source model could be
explained when the small faults are located slightly
west of the optimum fault location. However, such
faults can be rejected because we used the aftershock
distribution of Obana et al. (2014, 2015) to constrain
the horizontal location of the fault. It is important to
use the aftershock distribution for prior information
on the fault horizontal location, in order to accurately
constrain the down-dip depth of the subevent 2 fault.
The subsided area calculated from the optimum

fault model was consistent with that of the tsunami
source model (Fig. 7a and b). We calculate the residual
sea-surface height between the tsunami source model
(Fig. 7a) and the sea-surface displacement expected
from the fault model of subevent 2 (Fig. 7b; the re-
sidual height distribution).
From the residual height distribution utilizing the re-

sults of the teleseismic analyses, we constrained the fault
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model of subevent 1. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The
slip amount on the fault was 2.2 m, and the seismic mo-
ment was 7.8 × 1019 Nm (Mw 7.2, rigidity of 60 GPa). We
obtained the optimum VR of 80%. The VR values are rela-
tively high and flat for the top ten fault model candidates
(Fig. 8b). The uncertainty of the horizontal location of the
fault center for these candidates is likely to be ± ~10 km
(Fig. 8a). This horizontal uncertainty is almost consistent
with that estimated by Lay et al. (2013).

Tsunami and teleseismic waveform simulation from
optimum fault model
The results of the fault modeling of the 2012 doublet earth-
quake are summarized in Fig. 9. The sea-surface height dis-
placement expected from the optimum rectangular fault
models of subevents 1 and 2 (Fig. 9a) is calculated by the
superposition of the displacements from each fault model
(Figs. 5a and 8a). The distribution is very similar to that of
the tsunami source model (Fig. 4). The optimum models
have vertical ranges of ~6 (seafloor)–30 km for shallow sube-
vent 2 and ~50–70 km for deep subevent 1 (Fig. 9d and e).
From the combined displacement, we numerically

simulate tsunami waveforms (Fig. 10). The simulated
waveforms reasonably explained the observed tsunami
waveforms well, not only the near-field TPGs but also
the far-field DART, KPG, and GPS buoys (red lines
in Fig. 10b). We calculate the VR between the ob-
served and calculated waveforms from Eq. (1), by
using the same time window as in the inversion of
tsunami records. We finally obtained VR = 79 %.

We also simulate the teleseismic P-waves using the fault
model parameters for comparison with the observed tele-
seismic waveforms (Fig. 11). We assume pure double-
couple point sources at the centers of the optimum faults
of each subevent. We use the calculation programs of
Kikuchi and Kanamori (2003). A triangular-shaped source
time function with the rise time of 6 s is assumed, consid-
ering the typical rupture duration of M ~7 earthquakes
(Fig. 9b). After simulating the waveforms of each sube-
vent, we stack the simulated waveforms. We assume that
the difference of focal times between subevents 1 and 2
was 10 s, which is determined by inspecting the waveform
similarity of the observed and stacked waveforms.
We use a 1D multi-layered velocity structure model

without the water layer, assuming that the source struc-
ture was identical to the receiver structure in Table 3 (blue
traces in Fig. 11b). The simulated waveforms for each
subevent are also shown in Additional file 1:Figure S4.
The peak timing and amplitudes of the first up-motion
and the subsequent down-motion waves reasonably fitted
the observation, although the subsequent phases during
50–80 s did not perfectly match. This is probably because
of the assumptions of the velocity structure and simple
source time function. We then simulate the teleseismic
waveforms incorporating the water layer and oceanic
structure, shown in Table 3 (red traces in Fig. 11b). The
agreement of the subsequent phases improved compared
with the simulation without the water layer. According to
the teleseismic analysis by Lay et al. (2013), another
smaller normal-faulting subevent was estimated at 40 s
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after subevent 1. Hence, it is possible that the third smaller
subevent also contributed to the generation of the later ar-
rival. It is worth pointing out that it is important to use
the teleseismic records to resolve the temporal complexity
of the doublet earthquake in detail.
Our fault model explains both tsunami and teleseismic

observations. In addition, our fault model of subevent 2
is consistent with the aftershock distribution determined
by the ocean bottom seismographs. The rupture area of
subevent 2 estimated by Harada et al. (2013) was located
at the outer-trench region and concentrated in the shal-
lower portion of the plate (z < ~20 km). The horizontal lo-
cation of subevent 2 centroid by Lay et al. (2013) (Fig. 1b)
was also inconsistent with our fault model and with
the aftershock locations. The consistency of our fault
model with the tsunami, teleseismic waveforms, and
aftershocks indicates that the step-by-step procedure
used in this analysis can decompose the complex rup-
ture process of the 2012 doublet earthquake. We con-
clude that we can obtain a more comprehensive fault
model of the 2012 doublet earthquake, than the one
estimated from the teleseismic data alone.

Importance of near-field tsunami data for the fault
modeling
Inazu and Saito (2014) showed a tsunami source model
of the 2012 doublet earthquake using offshore tsunami
stations located more than 200 km from the source area
(Additional file 1: Figure S1). We compare the tsunami
source models of this study with that of Inazu and Saito
(2014) (Fig. 12a). The horizontal location of the tsunami
source was in agreement with the model of Inazu and
Saito (2014), although the amplitudes were lower. The
simulated tsunami at the TPG stations using the tsunami
source model of Inazu and Saito (2014) is similar to the
tsunami peak timing of the observation (Fig. 12b). This
indicates that the horizontal location of the tsunami
source is reasonably constrained even when using tsu-
nami stations located far from the source (> ~200 km).
However, the dominant period and amplitudes of the

simulated waveforms are longer and smaller than the
observation. This indicates that the spatial resolution of
the far-field tsunami data is not sufficient for the finite
fault model, and thus, to constrain the down-dip limit of
the fault plane of subevent 2. Using the near-field
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tsunami data, the constraint of the down-dip limit of the
fault plane of shallow subevent 2 is improved. This en-
ables us to discuss the intraplate stress regime after the
2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
The fault dimension and depth of subevent 1 estimated

in this study are consistent with previous results of the tele-
seismic waveforms (Lay et al. 2013; Harada et al. 2013).
This is because we used the teleseismic analyses as the prior
information for fault dimension. In contrast, the horizontal
location and fault dimension of subevent 2 differ from the
teleseismic analyses. The down-dip limit of subevent 2 con-
strained from the teleseismic analysis (Harada et al. 2013) is
considerably shallower (< ~20 km) than that of the con-
strained from tsunami data (~40 km). Our fault model has
better consistency with the aftershock distribution, for both
horizontal location and depth range. It is likely that the rup-
ture process of subevent 2 was not resolved well from the
teleseismic data, because the teleseismic signal from sube-
vent 2 overlaps with that of subevent 1. By using the near-
field tsunami records, the resolution of subevent 2 rupture
was considerably improved.

Temporal change in down-dip limit of normal-faulting
earthquake
The normal-faulting aftershocks around subevent 2
(Obana et al. 2014, 2015) mainly occurred at depths of
~30 km, which corresponds to the down-dip depth of

the optimum fault of subevent 2 (Fig. 9b). Some normal-
faulting seismicity also occurred at depths of ~35 km,
along the down-dip direction (Fig. 9b). According to
Obana et al. (2014), the estimation error of the after-
shocks is less than 5 km (Figure 2 in Obana et al., 2014).
Considering the estimation error of the fault model and
aftershock distribution, the down-dip limit where the
shallow normal-faulting seismicity can occur around this
region is ~30–35 km (Fig. 13).
We also investigate the temporal change of the intra-

plate seismicity before and after the Tohoku-Oki earth-
quake (Fig. 13). The down-dip limit of subevent 2 fault
(~35 km) is clearly ~10 km deeper, compared with the
down-dip limit of the normal-faulting seismicity ob-
served in 2007 (< ~25 km, Hino et al. 2009). Because
both researches use the arrays of the ocean bottom seis-
mometers installed just above the focal area, which have
identical sensitivity and were distributed with almost
identical spatial intervals (~10 km), the detectability in
both observation periods is expected to be identical and
thus the difference between the seismicity depths of the
lower limit of the shallow normal-faulting seismicity was
confidentially significant. In addition, a few deeper (>
~40 km) events were detected in both observations. This
also suggests the misdetection of the deeper shallow
normal-faulting event (~30–40 km) before the Tohoku-
Oki earthquake is unlikely to occur.
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In contrast, the up-dip limits of the subevent 1 fault
(~50 km) and the deep reverse-faulting seismicity (~50
km, Obana et al. 2015) are almost equivalent to the deep
reverse-faulting seismicity before the Tohoku-Oki earth-
quake (Seno and Gonzalez 1987; Hino et al. 2009), al-
though it is difficult to discuss this in detail because of the
very low seismicity. By focusing on the shallow normal-
faulting seismicity, we discuss the cause of the deepening
of the down-dip limit of the normal-faulting seismicity.
The yield strength of the plate is characterized by the

brittle rupture at the shallow portion and ductile failure
laws at the deeper parts of the plate (Fig. 14a, e.g.,
Scholtz 1988; Turcotte and Schubert 2002; Hunter and
Watts 2016). Based on the Anderson theory of faulting,
the brittle strength along the horizontal direction normal
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Fig. 11 Results of the forward calculation of the teleseismic waveforms based on the optimum fault model. a Locations of the teleseismic
stations. b Comparison of the teleseismic waveforms. Black lines are the observed waveforms, and the synthetic waveforms using the velocity
structure with and without the water layer are shown by red and blue lines, respectively. The bandpass filter of 10–500 s is applied

Table 3 Velocity structure used for the teleseismic calculationa

Structure # of layer Vp [km/s] Vp [km/s] ρ [g/cm3] H [km]

Source 3 1.50 0.00 1.00 6.0

6.00 3.50 2.70 6.0

8.10 4.70 3.30 Half space

Receiver 3 6.00 3.50 2.70 18.0

6.75 3.80 2.80 18.0

8.10 4.70 3.30 Half space
aThe structure is based on Kikuchi and Kanamori (1991) but the water layer
(thickness of 6 km) is assumed for the source structure
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to the trench axis τxx(z) is expressed as (e.g., Turcotte
and Schubert 2002):

τxx zð Þ ¼ 2μ ρ0g0z−pw
� �

sin2δ þ μ 1− cos2δð Þ ; ð2Þ

where ρ0 is the crust density, pw is the pore pressure, z
is depth (downward is positive), δ is the fault dip angle,
and μ is the frictional coefficient. This equation implies
that the rock strength is proportional to depth z (green
line in Fig. 14a). Further, by assuming the plate as a rigid

two-dimensional elastic plane (x- and z-axes are the sub-
ducting direction and vertical direction, respectively),
the vertical distribution of the bending stress along the
dip direction σxx(z) is approximated as (e.g., Turcotte
and Schubert 2002; Craig et al. 2014; Hunter and Watts
2016)

σxx zð Þ ¼ −
EC
1−ν2

z−z0ð Þ; ð3Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus, C is the curvature of
plate bending, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, and z0 is the
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stress-neutral depth (tensile stress is positive, blue line
in Fig. 14a).
At a shallower portion of the plate, where the bending

stress exceeds the brittle strength (the blue background
area in Fig. 14a), the rock cannot remain elastic and the
stress is released, or the rock yields, leading to shallow

normal-faulting earthquakes. In contrast, elastic behavior
is expected in the depth range where the bending stress
does not exceed strength; the range is termed the elastic
core (e.g., Craig et al. 2014; Hunter and Watts 2016).
The actual deviatoric stress profile within the plate is
represented by the red solid line in Fig. 14a. The top of

Fig. 13 Schematic representation of the vertical-temporal change of seismicity in the outer-rise region. Blue and red stars denote the normal-
faulting and reverse-faulting small seismicity shown by previous studies (Seno and Gonzalez 1987; Hino et al. 2009; Obana et al. 2012, 2014, 2015).
Note that the aftershocks occurred around the Mw 7.6 outer-rise ~40 min after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Obana et al. 2012) are located ~60
km east from the focal area of the 2012 doublet earthquake
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Fig. 14 Vertical profile of the strength and the bending stress within the incoming plate. a A schematic image of vertical profile. Green, gray
dashed, and blue lines represent brittle strength, ductile strength, and bending stress, respectively. After the yielding of rock, deviatoric stress
occurring within the plate is expressed by a red line. Blue and red background colors show the areas where shallow normal-faulting and deep
thrust-faulting earthquakes occur, respectively. b Stress profile at the shallow part of the plate assuming the typical frictional strength condition.
Dark red line is the deviatoric stress after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Gray hatched area is the region where seismicity becomes active after
adding the stress change. c Stress profile assuming the reduced frictional strength. Dark red line is the deviatoric stress after the Tohoku-Oki
earthquake, calculated by adding a constant static stress change of 20 MPa
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the aseismic elastic core, or the bottom of the vertical
range of the normal-faulting seismicity, can be defined
as a depth where the bending stress and the frictional
strength are equal. As the top of the elastic core is
present at a depth of ~30–35 km and the top of the
reverse-faulting seismicity (the bottom of the elastic
core) at ~45 km, the stress-neutral plane is expected to
be located in the depth range between 30–35 and 45
km. This depth range is almost consistent with the
depths where fault mechanisms flip from the shallow
normal-faulting to the deep thrust-faulting mechanisms,
near the trench axis off NE Japan (~25–40 km, Gamage
et al. 2009; Koga et al. 2012).
We compare the vertical profiles of the brittle strength

and bending stress. Assuming E = 80 GPa and ν = 0.25,
and C = 2 × 10-7 m-1 (McNutt and Menard 1982), dσxx/dz
= EC/(1−ν2) is ~15 MPa/km. Assuming the hydrostatic
pressure condition pw = ρwg0z (ρw = 1030 kg/m3, seawater
density) and ρ0 = 2700 kg/m3 , δ = 50°, and μ = 0.6 (e.g.,
Byerlee 1978), dτxx/dz is ~11 MPa/km as per Eq. (2). In this
situation, assuming z0 = 40 km, τxx(z) and σxx(z) are equal
at z ~25 km (Fig. 14b). This is consistent with the down-
dip limit of normal-faulting seismicity observed before the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Hino et al. 2009). However, con-
sidering dσxx/dz = ~15 MPa/km, the stress increment of
~300 MPa is needed to deepen the top of the elastic core
from 25 to 35 km (orange arrow in Fig. 14b). This value is
too large compared to the coseismic stress change around
subevent 2 expected from the fault model of the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake by Iinuma et al. (2012), Δσxx
~20 MPa. The expected depth change of the down-dip limit
of the normal faulting seismicity is only a few km (Fig. 14c).
It must be considered that τxx(z) and σxx(z) are equal

at ~30–35 km depth before the Tohoku-Oki earthquake
(Fig. 14c). In order that the normal-faulting earthquakes
occur at a depth of 35 km, the brittle strength must be
reduced compared to the typical frictional condition
(Fig. 14b). If we assume z0 = 40 ± 5 km (Fig. 13), the
frictional coefficient of the fault around the lower end of
the fault of subevent 2 is μ ~0.07 ± 0.06 so that τxx(z)
and σxx(z) are equal at z = 35 km (Fig. 14c). Even
when the top of the elastic core is assumed to be at z
= 30 km, the expected frictional coefficient μ is ~0.2
(Additional file 1: Figure S5). These values are much
smaller than that of the typical rocks but comparable to that
estimated for the other incoming plate (Craig et al. 2014).
Reduction of friction has often been reported in stud-

ies on inland earthquakes (e.g., Yoshida et al. 2018); this
reduction can be attributed to the existence of the pore
fluid (e.g., Bell and Nur 1978). Based on the active seis-
mic survey in the outer-rise region of the Japan trench
(e.g., Fujie et al. 2018), the significant seismic wave vel-
ocity reduction and high Vp/Vs area were detected at the
shallow part of the subducting plate (< 5 km), which are

interpreted as being the results of pore fluid penetration
through the pre-existing bending faults in the shallower
part of the plate (e.g., Peacock 2001). Considering these
studies, it is suggested that that the strength reduction
within the plate might be related to the pore fluid.
Numerical modeling by Faccenda et al. (2009) demon-
strated that the pore fluid can infiltrate the plate as deep
as the lower limit of the normal faulting seismicity ob-
served in this study. Cai et al. (2018) also reported the
serpentinized mantle wedge associated with water infil-
tration into the subducting plate (down to ~35 km) at
the Mariana subduction zone.
However, the majority of the seismicity at depths of 30–

35 km is located around the subevent 2’s fault (Fig. 9) and
less in the other portions of the plate. This localization of
seismicity suggests that the pore fluid, or the strength re-
duction, is localized within the plate, as also suggested by
Faccenda et al. (2009) and Obana et al. (2019).
The activation of the normal-faulting seismicity at

depths of 25–35 km after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake
can be interpreted as follows: the plate at 25–35 km
depths had yielded before the Tohoku-Oki earthquake,
leading to intrinsically aseismic region; a stress incre-
ment by the Tohoku-Oki earthquake enhanced the hori-
zontal tensile stress in a broad depth range near the top
of the elastic core, which activates seismicity. Less
normal-faulting seismicity at depths of 25–35 km during
observation from April to June 2007 (Hino et al. 2009)
may be representative of the long-term-averaged de-
formation. It is expected that the stressing rate due to
the bending deformation is lower near the stress-neutral
depth, where null-deformation is expected, than the
shallowest part of the incoming oceanic plate.
On the other hand, if EC/(1−ν2) is small, the static stress

change by the Tohoku-Oki earthquake can contribute to
deepening the elastic core or the lower limit of the shallow
normal faulting seismicity. Supposing that the elastic core
is deepened by 10 km due to the coseismic static stress
change Δσxx of ~20 MPa by the Tohoku-Oki earthquake,
EC/(1−ν2) must be ~0.5 MPa/km, which is smaller than
the typical elastic condition described above by an order
of magnitude. However, it is unlikely that the Young’s
modulus or the plate curvature are significantly reduced
by an order of magnitude even if supposing the existence
of the pore fluid or estimation error of the curvature.
Thus, this hypothesis seems unlikely. Although it might
be possible that the EC/(1−ν2) is small compared to that
assumed in this study, its contribution to deepening the
elastic core associated with the Tohoku-Oki earthquake is
not highly significant.

Conclusions
In this study, we estimated the fault model of the intra-
plate doublet earthquake that occurred on December 7,
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2012 (subevent 1: a deep reverse-faulting earthquake;
subevent 2: a shallow normal-faulting earthquake) stra-
tegically utilizing offshore tsunami, aftershocks, and the
teleseismic records based on the step-by-step analysis
procedure. First, the initial sea-surface height distribu-
tion was estimated by inverting the offshore tsunami re-
cords and comparing it with the seafloor deformation
from the CMT mechanism. It was found that the subsid-
ence and uplift areas were generated by subevent 2 and
both subevents, respectively. Then, the fault model of
each subevent was estimated based on the initial sea-
surface height model, using information from previous
studies. As a result, the vertical extent of the fault plane
of subevent 2 was obtained as ~5 km (i.e., the seafloor)
to 35 km. Finally, we simulated the tsunami and teleseis-
mic waveforms from the fault model, which explained
the observation well.
We compared the tsunami source model obtained from

the near-field tsunami data acquired at less than 200 km
from the epicenter and that from the far-field (> 200 km)
data. We found that the horizontal location of the tsunami
source was reasonably constrained, even from the far-field
tsunami data alone. However, to constrain the finite fault
model in more detail, it is necessary to use the near-field
tsunami records. We also discussed the stress state within
the plate and its spatiotemporal change after the 2011
Tohoku-Oki earthquake. We found that the down-dip
limit of the shallow normal-faulting earthquakes was obvi-
ously deepened compared with that observed in 2007,
from 25 to 35 km. However, comparing the coseismic
stress change by the Tohoku-Oki earthquake and the
amount of the bending stress within the plate, the plate
down to ~35 km in depth should have already yielded be-
fore the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, and the top of the elastic
core been located at ~35 km. Furthermore, as the bending
stress around the top of the elastic core was much smaller
than the rock strength expected from the empirical rela-
tionship, the frictional strength in the range of the
normal-faulting earthquakes is expected to be significantly
reduced. The significant strength reduction of the plate
suggests pore fluid infiltration down to ~35 km, along the
bending faults.
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